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England’s 
best-loved  
festival  
of history

In 2014, Heritage Open 
Days took place from 
11–14 September.

 

 
This anniversary is a time for 
reflection, but also a time to look to 
the future. I believe Heritage Open 
Days has an increasingly important 
role to play in the fight for local 
community engagement with heritage 
issues. Heritage Open Days is unique 
in offering people the chance to 
experience heritage on their own 
terms and to frame their local history 
with an event they have created: from 
re-enactments to tea-dances and 
vintage fairs – or any of the hundreds 
of other innovative events that our 
organisers create each year.

England’s
best-loved
festival
of history 

Who says history has to be in the 
past? Over four days every September, 
Heritage Open Days proves that history 
is everywhere, with thousands of heritage 
sites and cultural buildings – many of 
which are not normally open to the 
public – opening up their doors, and 
towns, cities and villages holding walks, 
talks and special events. The largest 
festival of its type in the country, it is an 
annual invitation to engage with local 
stories, uncover secret sides of familiar 
and unfamiliar spaces and explore special 
places of historic and cultural significance, 
completely free of charge. 

In 2014, Heritage Open 
Days took place from  
11–14 September.
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2014 marked the 20th anniversary of Heritage Open 
Days; a true summer of celebration, book-ended by two 
triumphant events; the inaugural Heritage Open Days 
Awards in June and the event itself in September, which 
smashed all records with a spectacular three million 
visitors, up 900,000 on the previous year. The weekend 
also saw a record number of events, with 4,685 sites 
taking part, from Berwick on Tweed in the far north to 
the furthest reaches of the Cornish coast. As always, the 
event relied on an army of volunteers – almost 40,000 – 
along with over 1,500 registered organisers. 

An unforgettable year 

The first Heritage Open Days Awards were held in the 
impressive surroundings of the Masonic Hall in London’s 
Covent Garden. Recipients included those who have 
been with the programme since its first year in 1994, 
and those whose events offer something particularly 
creative or innovative. Attended by Simon Jenkins, then 
Chairman of the National Trust, and Griff Rhys Jones, 
President of Civic Voice, it was Heritage Open Days’ 
patron Loyd Grossman who summed up the mood in 
his speech by stating that the event was now both  
“a national tradition and a national institution.” 

And the award goes to… 
Heritage Open Days smashed its previous record for 
visitor numbers and saw three million people spend 
time at one of our events. The Landmark Trust reported 
9,000 visitors across its twelve sites, while Cambridge 
welcomed 12,000 people to 96 events, and Bristol 
reported 43,000 visits. Small, individual sites saw record 
numbers – 1,000 visitors for instance flocked to the 
tiny Lock-Up in Bradford on Avon. Many ticketed events 
– such as Lord’s Hill Column in Shrewsbury (new for 
2014, with 540 tickets available) sold out before the 
weekend began. 

A record-breaking event 

“Heritage Open Days is 
either an institution or a 

phenomenon or both.” 
 Loyd Grossmann,  

Patron of Heritage Open Days 

Reach

c.42 million adults  
in England 

12.3 million  
aware of  
the event 

3 million  
visitors

 OrganisersProperties/events

Participation 1994–2014

1994

1000

5000

20142004

Growth 

Heritage Open Days holds a unique ability to engage 
local people with heritage sites in their area. Some 
40% of visitors said that they had not visited any other 
heritage site in the last year, while 50% said it had 
inspired them to visit other historic sites in the future. 
The breadth of events and the fact that each one has 
to be free make Heritage Open Days an attractive 
experience for families as well as older visitors. One in 
five visitors brought children to an event, while 35% of 
visitors were aged between 16–44. 

History belongs to us all… 
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More buildings, gardens, museums, churches and 
hundreds of other types of buildings opened their  
doors for Heritage Open Days than ever before. A 
record 4,685 events participated, just pipping the 
previous record (2012: 4,649), with five of the eight 
regions seeing an increase in numbers. 

Many events proved that local communities are at the 
very heart of what Heritage Open Days is all about. 
In Dunster, Somerset, local people worked together 
to bring the medieval Cowbridge Sawmill back to 
life, while Slindon Forge in West Sussex, which dates 
back to 1880, has been saved and made part of the 
community café and shop. Localism defines Heritage 
Open Days, with 65% of visitors local to the event they 
visited and 89% inspired to find out more about their 
local area following their visit. 

Community 

Diversity rules 

Top 5 Local organisations 

1. Norwich HEART 

2. Tyne and Wear Steering Group   

3. Guildford Borough Council 

4. Heritage Trust of Lincolnshire    

5. Gloucester City Council 

Top 5 Local authority areas 

1. Norwich 

2. Guildford   

3. Gloucester 

4. Oxford   

5. Leeds

EAST  
MIDLANDS 

345 
(7%)

EAST OF 
ENGLAND 

776 
(17%)

YORKSHIRE 

481 
(10%)

SOUTH EAST 

1107 
(24%)

SOUTH  
WEST 

583 
(12%) 

WEST 
MIDLANDS 

384 
(8%)

NORTH 
WEST 

642 
(14%)

NORTH 
EAST 

357 
(8%)

5

4

2

4
11

32

53

Creativity and culture 
In recent years, Heritage Open Days events have  
grown and developed beyond the original architectural 
focus, to more experiential and creative events.  
The anniversary year saw sites re-inventing themselves 
to create new levels of interest; Old Clifton School in 
Birmingham re-created a Second World War classroom 
the day before children were to be evacuated, while a 
group of Napoleonic soldiers set up a pre-battle camp 
at Middleton Hall in Staffordshire and in Gateshead, the 
East Street Art collective turned the Victorian police 
cells into a pop-up gallery. 

Heritage Open Days 2014 also proved that it is inclusive 
of everyone, and a chance for diverse ethnic, religious or 
social groups to come together and learn a little about 
each other’s codes, culture and traditions. In Rochdale, 
the Golden Mosque Islamic Centre opened up for a 
tour and talks on Islamic beliefs and the positive role  
of Muslims in British society, while in Northampton  
local people had a rare chance to see inside a Sikh 
Gurdwara – a place of worship and focal point for  
the local Sikh community. In Newcastle, Fabulous!  
was a joyous theatrical walking tour, tracing the  
LGBT history of the city. 

The 2014 festival 

Hot spots 2014 
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The Heritage Open Days team at the National  
Trust provide a national framework for local  
heritage celebrations. Our support ranges from  
PR and marketing to public liability insurance,  
training and networking forums. But what lies  
at the heart of the event’s success is working  
in partnership with other organisations. 

 Who we are 

Heritage Open Days relies entirely on grassroots 
support, and in 2014 there were 1,588 registered 
organisers – some responsible for one small community 
site, others for entire programmes with dozens of 
events. Funding cuts meant some councils – notably 
Liverpool, Gateshead and Canterbury – had to 
withdraw support, but 5,130 paid staff also played a  
part in organising events. Registered organisers spent  
on average 28 hours on Heritage Open Days, with  
one in ten investing over sixty hours. 

Although every Heritage Open Days event is free, 
many organisers take the opportunity to generate 
income from the day; 75% of organisers did some form 
of fundraising, including providing refreshments (44%), 
donations (53%) and guidebooks (29%). 

Who makes it happen? 

Alongside the organisers and paid staff, an incredible 
39,780 volunteers took part, averaging 16 hours of 
participation in their local event. Volunteer roles range 
from curating events and guiding walks to providing  
tea and cake or helping with parking. The one unifying 
factor for all our volunteers is the satisfaction gained 
from becoming involved with Heritage Open Days; 99%  
of volunteers enjoyed their day or event. Being a part of 
a local community event is a strong motivating factor in 
volunteering (72%), while three out of four volunteers 
valued the chance to support their local place. In 2014, 
39% of volunteers took part for the first time – and 
overall, 89% are more likely to volunteer with other 
heritage sites and organisations.

Volunteer power 

Gateway effect 
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As a result of their  
Heritage Open Days experience...

The event’s impact on visitors and volunteers

have not 
visited  
a heritage 
site in the 
last year
 

 

visited 
Heritage 
Open Days 
for the  
first time

of visitors  
feel more 
pride in  
their local 
area/  
heritage
 

 

feel inspired 
to visit other 
heritage 
sites in the 
future
 

 

of volunteers 
are more 
likely to 
volunteer 
with other 
heritage sites/
organisations
 

 

feel their 
community 
links 
strengthened

 

 

40% 

enjoyed  
volunteering 
for the event
 

84% 

50%
 83%

 

99% 

of visitors 
enjoyed 
their 
experience

 

 

96% 57%

 of 
volunteers 
took part  
for the  
first time
 

 

39%

 

40%

 



In 2014 Heritage Open Days embraced new 
technology and ways of working. With four volunteers 
manning our Facebook and Twitter feeds, our press 
and media campaigns became multi-platform, with 
#jointhecelebration running across all press releases 
and online activities. On Facebook we achieved  
record numbers of likes and shares, as total reach  
in September almost trebled from 76,333 in 2013  
to 286,156. 

Spreading our wings 

Local radio proved to be the strongest traditional 
media platform, with numerous interviews on regional 
stations, including Mark Forrest, which broadcasts 
across all BBC local stations. National newspaper 
mentions included the Times, Guardian, Independent, 
Express, Sun, Mirror and magazines including Good 
Housekeeping, BBC History Magazine and Period  
Living. Martin Lewis again recommended Heritage  
Open Days on ITV’s Daybreak. 

“ The popularity of Heritage Open Days grows 
and grows. It is an expression of the love we all 
have for our heritage and particularly the history 
of places local to us. The National Trust’s new 
strategy Playing our Part recognises this and we 
are very enthusiastic about the role Heritage 
Open Days can play in helping us deliver the 
strategy. For this reason, we are delighted for the 
support from players of People’s Postcode Lottery 
and we are committed to supporting Heritage 
Open Days into the future.” 

Simon Murray, Senior Director of Strategy, 
Curatorship and External Affairs, National Trust 

Web & social media stats (Jan–Dec)

479,261 Users (   33%)
 

 

670,322 Sessions (   32%)
 

 

4,893,029 Pageviews (   18%)
 

direct access  (18%)
 

 

 (10%)
 

 

 (48%)
 

286,156 People reached in September 
 

 

    275%
 

 

11,554+ Followers    

 

3,045 Likes on Facebook   
 

 

    60%
 

 

Top three  
traffic sources: 

 52% 

 

Relevant and connected 
We continued to review and refine the ways we 
engage with our organisers. Our blog was opened 
to a larger number of guest bloggers, giving a more 
diverse range of voices and extending our readership 
beyond our core audience. The new Organiser 
Fairs, featuring multiple speakers and a pick-and-mix 
approach to workshops, received great feedback from 
all participants while our second Media Workshop saw 
thirteen organisers from across the country honing 
their media skills, resulting in excellent coverage. 

Heritage Open Days 2015 will be the first time the 
event is part-funded from outside the heritage sector, 
as players of People’s Postcode Lottery will provide 
£150,000 of funding. After three highly successful years 
as a triumvirate of support for Heritage Open Days, 
Civic Voice and The Heritage Alliance will be stepping 
back from hands-on management of the event, leaving 
the National Trust as primary supporter, both in terms 
of infrastructure and strategic planning. 

A time of change 
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2015 marks the start of a new era for Heritage Open 
Days, with a new source of funding, and a strengthening 
and developing relationship with the National Trust. 
Twenty one years ago, Heritage Open Days was 
launched as a celebration of architecture and built 
heritage, but in recent years it has become a broader, 
more creative festival, encompassing all aspects of 
heritage – from gardens to supermarket archives,  
oral traditions and history in art, poetry and song. 

With 84% of organisers planning to participate in 
2015, there’s no doubt that we will again see a hugely 
successful festival, but beyond that our aim is to 
increase the creative and experiential events, and 
encourage organisers to dream up new, innovative ways 
of celebrating their heritage sites. To this end we have 
launched a ‘Do Something New’ campaign for 2015. 

Heritage Open Days offers a unique opportunity to 
redefine how people think about and engage with local 
history and heritage, and our priority for the coming 
years must be to grow diversity among our visitor 
profile in terms of age, ethnicity, and those who would 
not normally consider visiting a historic site. Our 
twentieth anniversary year was a spectacular success;  
in 2015 and beyond we will build on that triumph to 
make Heritage Open Days a true festival of history  
and heritage for everyone. 

“As it’s my workplace, it’s  
nice to see it afresh through  

visitors’ eyes and to learn  
something new about the place  

or its artefacts each year. 

“ Fantastic tour! Great to see  
such wonderful young people  
interested in the local history of  
Northampton. Well done chaps!” 

”

Our future 
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20 Grosvenor Gardens, London SW1W 0DH © National Trust 2014

Acknowledgements: Thank you to everyone who helped make 2014 such great success. 
Words: Annabelle Thorpe. Images: Chris Lacey; Rahil Ahmed;  

Still of “Road Trip” video by Martha McGuirk and Lauren Holley 

“ I now understand a little  
bit more of the jigsaw of  
the area’s histories.”
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